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Enhancement

of the Zonal Electric

Field

in the Equatorial Ionosphere
D. T. FARLEY,E. BONELLI,1 B. G. FEJER,AND M. F. LARSEN
2
School of Electrical Engineering, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York

The electricfieldsin the ionosphericE andF regionsnearthe magneticequatoroften showa strong
eastwardenhancementshortly after sunsetand before the eastward(normally) daytime field reverses
to westward. Several theoretical models of the low-latitude fields suggestthat this enhancementis
causedmainly or entirely by F regionwinds (the F regiondynamo),but someauthorshave suggested
that it could be produced solely by E region tidal winds. We give here additional calculationsand
argumentsin support of the F region source. The enhancementof the eastward field for an eastward
F regionwind tums out to be a simpledirectconsequence
of the fact that after sunsetthe ionospheric
conductivitydecreasesfar more rapidly in the E region than in the F region.

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the eastwarddaytime electric field in
the E and F regionsof the equatorialionosphereoften shows
a significantand fairly sharpincreasejust before it reverses
to its nighttimewestwarddirection[e.g., Balsley, 1973;Fejer
et al., 1979; Fejer, 1981]. The E region changesare most
easily seenin radar studiesof the equatorialelectrojet,while
the F region fields can be observed via the motion of theF
layer in ionograms and/or incoherent scatter measurements
of the vertical plasma drift velocity. The magnitudeof this
prereversal enhancementdependsupon various factors such
as season,level of magneticactivity, and phase of the solar
cycle. On a given day it mightbe absent,but it is a persistent
feature of averaged data. Such electric field perturbations
are generally not observed at the time of the sunrisereversal.

A number of numericalmodelsof the global or equatorial
dynamo electric fields and currents have been developed
[e.g., Heelis et al., 1974; Matuura, 1974; Richmond et al.,
1976; Walton and Bowhill, 1979; Stening, 1981; Takeda and
Maeda, 1983], and some of these do show a sunset enhancement that agrees to some extent with the observations.
However, none of these papers gives a very satisfying

discussionof the physics of the enhancement;it is just a
feature of the more successfulmodels. For example, Heelis
et al. [1974] simply point out that it is associatedwith the F
layer dynamo, which was first discussedby Rishbeth [1971].
Matuura [1974] also concludes that the F region dynamo
plays an importantrole in the prereversalenhancement.This
dynamo, driven by F region winds, producespolarization
fields and currents perpendicular to and parallel to the
magneticfield. The latter provide a couplingto the E region
and are of course affected by the sudden change in the E
region conductivitiesat sunset.A fairy recent discussionof
the F layer dynamo is given by Rishbeth [1981], where the
question of the prereversal enhancement is mentioned but
not dealt with in any detail.

Stening [1981] considers F region effects and shows a
sketch illustrating some aspects of the sunset time current
flow for one of his models, a (1, -2) diurnal tidal mode wind
blowing only in the F region. The magnitude of Stening's
enhancementis quite small, however, and is sensitiveto the
phase of his assumed wind pattern. Takeda and Maeda
[1983] discussthe evening F region dynamo but not how it
affects the prereversal enhancement. The model of Richmond et al. [1976] does not show the enhancement,presumably because it is driven only by E region winds. On the
other hand, the calculations of Walton and Bowhill [1979],
which alsocompletelyneglectthe F regiondynamo, do show
some prereversal enhancement effects. Their calculations do
include conjugate point coupling via field-alignedcurrents
(symmetry between the hemispheres is not assumed), and
they alsoconsiderthe effectsof differencesin the geographic
and dip equators,a differencethat is particularly large at the
longitudeof the JicamarcaRadio Observatory. They argue
that the F region dynamo is probably not neededto explain
the prereversal enhancement, at least at Jicamarca.
In Figure 1 we show as examplesthree particular model
curves, together with averaged (over altitude and for equinoxes during the two most recent solar maxima) F region
vertical drift data from Jicamarca.The Stening [1981] curve
is one of several models given in the paper and is from his
Figure 8; similarly, the Richmond et al. [1976] curve is from
their Figure 6, using the (1, -2) diurnal tide mode wind of
Tarpley [ 1970]. An upward drift of 40 m/s correspondsto an
eastward electric field of 1 mV/m. The enhancement is an
obvious feature of the Jicamarca data and two of the model

curves. Figure 2, adapted from Balsley and Woodman
[1969], showsa particular exampleof a prereversalenhancement. The dashedpart of the F region curve indicates some
contaminationby spreadF echoes,the circlesin the E region
curve represent a lower limit of the drift velocity, and the
horizontal

dashed line is an estimate

of the ion-acoustic

velocity above which the E region drift velocity estimate
becomesless and less accurate. It is important to note that
• Presentlyat Departamentode Fisica, UniversidadeFederaldo the enhancement in this case is very abrupt, and it is
Rio Grande do Norte, Natal, Brazil.
observed simultaneouslyin both the equatorial E layer
2 Presentlyat Departmentof Physicsand Astronomy,Clemson (electrojet data) and F layer, even though these regionsare
University, Clemson, South Carolina.
not directly coupled by magnetic field lines.
Copyfight 1986 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
We have been developinga model of the equatorial fields
ourselves,more or less alongthe lines followed by Heelis et
Paper number 6A8603.
0148-0227/86/006A-8603 $02.00
al. [1974]. The full details of the model are given by Bonelli
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to 5 x 109m-3. The E layeris assumed
to be centeredat 120
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Fig. 1. Three models of the vertical plasma drift velocity in the
equatorialF region comparedwith averagedJicamarcadata.

[1985]; the relatively modest goal here is to focus on the
prereversal enhancement and its physical explanation,
which turns out to be quite insensitive to moderate variations in many of the model parameters. All that is needed to
produce the prereversal enhancement is a wind blowing
eastward in the F region at the time of E region sunset.
MODEL

The ionosphere is represented by a thin E layer and a
reasonably realistic extended F layer, with E and F region
winds as the driving terms. The two regions are coupled by
currents flowing along magneticfield lines into and out of the
E region and by the mapping of electric fields along the
assumedequipotential magnetic field lines. Beginningwith
the E region, say, we assume some initial distribution of
current input from the F region and add the effect of the E
region tidal winds. Using vertically integratedconductivities
and the fact that div J = 0, one can solve numerically for the
electrostatic potential distribution in the E region; this potential is then mapped into the F region to give both the
horizontal and vertical plasma drift velocities there. The
vertical drift may or may not be used to modify the F region
electron density profile for the next time (longitude) step.
The horizontal drift velocity is always used, however, and is
combinedwith the neutral F region model (density, temperature, and pressure) of Jacchia [1977] to give the F region
neutral wind U (affected by ion drag) and currents perpendicular to B, driven by the electric field mappedup from the
E region and U x B. Finally, settingdiv J = 0 in the F region
and integratingalong the field lines gives the parallel current
flowing into the E region, one of the inputs with which we
began, and so the loop is closed. The whole calculation is
then iterated until it converges.One can just as easily begin
the calculation in the F region; the final result is the same.
For our simple two-dimensionalE region model we follow
Heelis et al. [1974] and assumethat the integratedparallel,
Pedersen, and Hall conductivities are proportional to the

maximumelectrondensityNInEmultiplied
by 1.2 x 10-7, 1.2
x 10-•ø, and2.0 x 10-•ø, respectively
in theMKS units.For
some calculations, though, the Pedersen coefficient was
doubled. For the daytime densities we assume

NmE= 1.4 x 10•[(1 + 0.008Rz)cosX]u2m-3

(1)

where Rz is the sunspot number and X is the solar zenith
angle. The nighttime NInE is taken to be constantand equal

km. For the E region wind we follow Tarpley [1970] and
others in choosingthe symmetrical evanescent(1, -2) solar
diurnal mode (or the (1, -1) mode in Tarpley's notation) in
which the southward (u) and eastward (v) winds are taken to
be proportionalto sin (4•+ 4•0)and sin (4•+ 4•0+90ø),respectively, where 4• is longitude and 4• = 0 correspondsto the
midnight meridian. The latitude dependence is given by
rather complicatedHough function expressions,normalized
so that the maximumvalue of both componentsis 130 m/s,
again following Tarpley [1970]. The Hough function for u is
negative in the northern hemisphere and positive in the
southern.The value of 4•0is typically somewherenear 270ø,
implying that the low-latitude poleward and eastward winds
maximize near noon and 0600 LT, respectively.
The F region is assumedto be a simple Chapman layer,
with values of Nmaxand scale height that can depend on
longitudeand solaractivity but not latitude; hmaxmay or may
not be allowed to changein accordancewith the calculated
vertical plasma drift velocity. The F region neutral atmosphere follows Jacchia [1977], and the F region winds are
driven by pressure gradients (in the longitudinal direction
only). As is mentioned above, ion drag effects are included
self-consistently, taking into account the zonal ion drift
velocity.
The calculationsare made using an E region grid spacing
of 1øin latitude and 5øin longitude, and the E regionpotential
is assumed

to be constant

at 85 ø latitude

and of course

periodic in longitude. The high-latitude boundary conditions
do not affect the low-latitude results significantly. Further
discussionof the model is given by Bonelli [1985]; for the
results to be presented here the details are not crucial. The
calculationsthat are particularly relevant to the prereversal
enhancementphenomenonwere all done for equinoxperiods
(symmetric hemispheres)with high solar activity. The magnetic field was approximated by a dipole aligned with the
earth's axis of rotation.
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Fig. 2. A particular example of a prereversal enhancementat
Jicamarca.The E region westward electron drift velocity and the F
regionupwardplasmavelocity are both proportionalto the eastward
electric field. Note that both increase sharply and simultaneously.
The F region velocities are derived from incoherent scatter observationsand the E region valuesfrom coherentradar echoesfrom the
electrojet. Further explanationis given in the text (Adapted from
Balsley and Woodman [1969]).
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fields, are plotted in Figure 4. The top panel (Figure 4a) is the
eastward ion drift near the peak of the F region; the middle
panel (Figure 4b) is the vertical F region ion drift; and Figure
4c shows the westward E region electron drift velocity. The
effect of sunset at 1800 LT is obvious; there is also a similar
sunrise effect, but this simple model is not at all realistic
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Fig. 3. Effect of (a) the phase • of the (1, -2) E region tidal
wind on the vertical equatorial plasma drift at 300 km and (b) the
southward(Us) and eastward (Ue) winds for • = 250ø. F region
dynamo effectsare ignoredhere (no field-alignedcurrents).

A FEW RESULTS

E Region Dynamo Only
We first assume that the only driving term is the E region
tidal wind described

above. No currents

are allowed

to flow

between the E and F regions, and so the electrostatic
potential in both layers is determined by this tide. The
results of the calculation are shown in Figure 3, in which
Figure 3a illustrates the effect of a change in phase of the
mode and Figure 3b showsseparatelythe effectsof the zonal
and meridional wind componentsfor the phase ((b0= 250ø)
which best fits the observations.The parameterplotted is the
vertical F region drift velocity (+40 m/s implies an eastward
electric field of 1 mV/m).
Figure 3a shows some sign of an upward perturbation for
the two larger phase angles, but these are postreversal,not
prereversal effects, and the reversal times are much too
early. Figure 3b makes clear the point that the north-south
and east-west wind components are approximately equally
important; the zonal wind for this phase producesa hint of
the prereversal enhancement,but this perturbation is almost
exactly cancelled by the contribution of the north-south
wind. These results, as well as most of those of other
modelers, strongly suggestthat the effect we are interested
in cannot in all likelihood be produced by plausible E region
winds. Certainly, the sharpprereversalenhancementshown
in Figure 2 cannot.

The top curve is easily explained. During the day the high
impedance F region dynamo is shorted out by the highly
conducting E region, and so the electric fields are nearly
zero, and there is very little F region motion. Near sunsetthe
E region electron density and conductivity drop rapidly to
their constant nighttime values, but the F region density
drops only slowly. The dynamo fields are then only partially
shorted, and the eastward F region drift velocity reaches, in
this example, a maximum value of about half the neutral
wind velocity. (If the E region conductivity were small
enough, the F region plasma would drift at exactly the wind
velocity.) As the night progresses, the F region density
continues to drop slowly, while the E region density stays
constant(in our model, at least), and so the F region dynamo
gradually becomes less and less effective.
Figures 4b and 4c show exactly the prereversal enhancement effects in the E and F regions that we are looking for.
So it appearsthat all that is neededto produce these electric
field enhancementsis an eastward F region wind blowing at
the time of E region sunset.With such a stronghint it should
be possible to explain the phenomena using only simple
physicalarguments.This explanationis not entirely obvious,
however, and is the main point of this paper, and so we
postpone this discussionfor the moment.
Figures 5 and 6 give us some additional information about
the low-latitude region during the sunset and evening periods. Figure 5 givesthe electrostaticpotential at the top of the
(two-dimensional)E region and is really just a slight extension of the information given in Figure 4, displayed in a
different way. The electric field at the equator is eastward
after sunset, reaches a maximum, and then declines, revers-

ing shortly before 2000 LT. After reaching a mild westward
maximum it declines again slowly. This is of course com-
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•

Uniform F Region Wind Only
In order to investigate in the simplest possible way the
effect of the F region dynamo upon the electric fields, we
assumedfor this calculation that the only driving force was
a uniform wind in the F region blowing from west to east
with a velocity of 200 m/s at all latitudes and longitudes,i.e.,
independentof ion drag, and that hmaxwas kept fixed at 350
km, an altitude which maps down along the magnetic field
lines to the E region at about 10ø latitude. We also doubled
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these exact values are not important; moderate changesdo
not alter the qualitative picture. Some of the resulting

Fig. 4. Equatorial drift velocities driven by a uniform 200 m/s
eastwardF regiondynamo wind only: (a) the eastwardF region ion
velocity at 350 km; (b) the upward F regionion velocity; and (c) the
westward E region electron velocity. The E region drift velocity
correspondsto an altitude of about 105 km and to a ratio of Hall to
Pedersenelectric field of 25. The sunsetprereversalenhancements
are clearly shown in Figures 4b and 4c. The model is not realistic

equatorial drift velocities, which are equivalent to electric

near sunrise.

the Pedersenconductivitycoefficientto 2.4 x 10-•ø, but
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Fig. 5. Partof the electrostatic
potentialdistribution
in theE
region for the uniform 200 m/s F region dynamo wind example. The
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Fig. 7. Oversimplified model of the F region prereversal enhancementdriven by a uniform F region wind U. Near the sunset
terminator the F region dynamo Ez is no longer shorted out and
approaches -U x B. This field maps to an equatorward E0 (not
shown explicitly) in the E layer and drives a westward Hall current.
But if no current flows in the nightside E region, a negative

polarizationchargemust developat the terminator,with E• as is
shownandJ,b,b
cancellingJ•,o,andthisE• mapsbackto theF region
and causesfirst an upward, then a downward, E x B plasma drift.

pletely consistentwith the E region electron drift in Figure
4c, as it must be. The F region fields near hmaxmap down
along the magneticfield to the E region at about 10ølatitude,
where the meridional field is always southward (i.e.,
equatorward), giving a downward field and eastward drift in
the F region. The zonal field is first eastward, then westward, reversing somewhat before 2000 LT. All of this
behavior is consistentwith Figures 4a and 4b. A final point
worth noting, although it is quite difficult to see in Figure 5,
is that there is a very slight poleward component of the
electric field just off the equator.
Figure 6 is important for our understandingof Figures 4
and 5. We have plotted the current densityflowing out of the
E region parallel to the magnetic field and into the F region,
for the latitudes and times of most interest. Positive currents

are upward and equatorward. By symmetry the current is
zero at the equator. The key feature to note here is the strong
upward maximum at about 6ø latitude and the reversal to
downward at about 9ø. Multiplying this curve by the sine of

the dip angleto getthe upwardcomponent
of J II doesnot
change these basic features.
INTERPRETATION

The behavior of the vertical electrical field and the east-

considerablymore difficult questionis just how this vertical
F region electric field generatesthe observedzonal F region
and electrojet fields. The generation occurs in the E region,
where the field-aligned coupling currents must close in a
divergence-free manner, but the details turn out to be more
complicatedthan one might suspect.
We can understandpart of the processby consideringthe
very oversimplified model, sketched in Figure 7. The
dayside of the figure is taken to be near sunset, with the F
region dynamo reasonably effective, so that Ez is some
significant fraction of -U x B. This field maps to an
equatorwardmeridional E region field Eo (not shown explicitly, to avoid cluttering the figure), which tries to drive a
westward (i.e., opposite to the normal daytime E region

dynamocurrent)zonalcurrentJ,bo(J is the verticallyintegratedhorizontal current density; 0 and •bare polar coordinates). But if we assumethat the E region electron density
drops suddenlyto a very low value at sunset,only negligibly
smallcurrentscan flow on the nightside,and so the net zonal
current on the dayside of the terminator must be negligibly
small also. A negative polarization charge therefore devel-

opsat the terminator,leadingto an eastwardzonalfieldEa

ward drifts in the F region for the pure F region dynamo
calculation has already been discussedand is quite easy to

on the dayside and a westward field on the nightside. The

understand.

to the F region to produce the observed upward and then

The wind U tries to drive the field to a value of

-U x B but is prevented from doing so to some degreeby
the E region, dependingupon the relative magnitudesof the
integrated E and F region Pedersen conductivities. The
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Fig. 6. Late afternoon and evening currents flowing out of the
low-latitude E region, parallel to the magnetic field, and into the F
region, for the uniform F region dynamo wind example. Positive
currents are upward and equatorward.

resulting
J,b,b
on the daysidejust balancesJao,andEa maps
downward

E x B drift.

This picture does give us some insight, but it is too
oversimplified. The timing of the enhancementsand reversalsis not quite right, and it is not clear what will happen in
the E region at the equator, where there is no direct coupling
to the F region. A somewhat more complicated, but still
reasonably simple model of the interactions is sketched in
Figure 8.
This rather complicated figure shows currents within and
into/out of the E layer, currents flowing parallel to the
magnetic field up into the F region on the bottomside and
down out of the region on the topside, and some of the
associatedelectric fields. These parallel coupling currents
are just what are shown in Figure 6 and are fairly easily
explained. It turns out that the most important contribution
to V ñJ in the F region at the equator comesfrom the vertical
derivative of the vertical current, and it is straightforwardto
show that this current is given by
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current which the F region extracts from this region of low
conductivity must be pulled in somehowfrom other parts of
the E region. This means that this current sink area must
developa negativepolarization chargeso that strongelectric
fields are directed toward it, namely, eastward, then westward, fields at earlier and later times and equatorward fields
at higher latitudes. At very low latitudes the meridional field
is poleward (see Figures 5 and 6), but it is very small because
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the north-south
conductivity
•

is highsincethe magnetic

field is nearly horizontal. A consequence of these small
\.
•Ne(E)=high•Jow •
•
\
meridional fields is that the zonal fields are nearly independent of latitude below 10ø or so, and therefore they also will
Fig. 8. More realistic model of the prereversal enhancement.
be
approximately the same in the E and F regions at the
The F region wind U forces currentsto flow into the bottomsideF
region and out of the topside, in proportion to the F region electron equator. These characteristicsare all completely in accord
density. This current remainsstrongin the early postsunsetperiod, with the observed prereversal enhancement. There are usuin spite of the low E layer densities, and so E layer currents must ally no comparable effects near the sunrise period because
flow into the region shown negatively charged. The associated
electric fields cause an upward, then downward, F region drift and the F region/E region conductivity ratio is smaller then than
an eastward, then westward, E region electrojet (westward, then at sunsetand the F region dynamo is less important.
eastward, electron drift). See text for further details.
This picture will not changein a qualitative way even if the
ionosphericmodel is changed substantially. Anderson and
Mendillo [1983], for example, calculate that the integrated
(2) (along B) F region Pedersen conductivity continues to increase with altitude to well above hmaxbecause of the effect
of the equatorial anomaly, which we have neglected. For

Jz= Ne•i (u- vi,)

suchan ionosphere
J II, calculatedfrom (4), will not reverse
to downward at about 9ø latitude, as is shown in Figures 6
collisionandLarmorfrequencies,
andVie,is theeastwardion and 8, but this changejust means that the negatively charged
drift velocity. Only N and vi vary rapidly with height, and so current sink strip in Figure 8 must extend to higherlatitudes.
So it seems that this simple model based on a constant
eastward F region wind can account for the prereversal
enhancementof the electric fields quite adequately. Day-today, seasonal, and solar cycle changes in the prereversal
enhancementwill result from such things as (1) variations in
JII o•
m (Nui) ds
(4) the F region wind, (2) changesin the E/F conductivity (i.e.,
density) ratio, (3) E region dynamo contributions, which can
where the integration is along a magnetic field line from the be comparableto those of the F region, and (4) the effectsof
top of the low-latitude E region to the top of the field line at the lack of symmetry between the hemispheres and the
the equator. For our model ionospherethe integration in (4) noncoincidenceof the geographicand dip equators [Walton
is positive for field lines that map to the equator in the lower and Bowhill, 1979]. During nonequinoctialperiods, for exF region and negative for the upper F region, reversing ample, the different sunsettimes in the two hemisphereswill
somewhere near hmax,which corresponds to an E region make the sunset effect less abrupt, and therefore the
latitude in the vicinity of 9ø-10ø, as is illustrated in Figure 6. prereversal enhancementshould be less pronounced.
We can visualize the F region as a dynamo which extracts
Acknowledgments. We thank D. Anderson for some helpful
current from two narrow strips of the E region centered at
discussions. This research was supported by the Atmospheric
about 6ø latitude in each hemisphereand returns it to two Sciences Division of the National Science Foundation through
broader strips centered at 100-11ø. During the day this grantsATM-8218619, ATM-8418717, and ATM-8418473. One of us
generator acts as a constant current source, limited by its (E.B.) received fellowship supportfrom the ConselhoNacional de
internal impedance rather than by the E region load. At Pesquisa of Brazil. The work was completed while one of us
sunset, as the E region density drops to its more or less (D.T.F.) was on leave at the Uppsala Ionospheric Observatory and
the Kiruna Geophysical Institute in Sweden. The kind hospitality
constantnighttime value, the load impedancerises suddenly and supportof both institutionswas much appreciated.
and becomescomparableto the generatorimpedance,reducThe Editor thanks H. Maeda and H. Rishbeth for their assistance
where U is the eastward wind velocity, vi and IIi are the ion

Oz
Jz• •zz(Nvi)

(3)

f0

ing the currentsomewhat(vi•/ the increasein Vi,) but
increasingthe E region electric fields substantially. As the
night progresses,the F region generator impedance rises
slowly as the F layer density decreases, and both the F
dynamo currents and fields decrease.
The details of the E region currents and fields are complicated by the fact that the two-dimensionalE layer conductivity is anisotropicand a strongfunction of latitude, as well
as time (longitude), in this sunset period. The area most
directly associated with the prereversal enhancement consistsof the two strips centeredabout 6øfrom the equator and
extending for 1-2 hours after sunset. The strong upward

in evaluating this paper.
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